Gopher Motorsports Roster 2015-16

Aerodynamics
Kyle Thompson
Wesley Liao
Stephen Link
Nick Morse
John Thome
George Thome
Joseph (JP) Gallagher
Lincoln Priebe
Ryan Peterson

Electrical
Corey Dolan
Austin Esau
Brad Menden

Engine and Powertrain
Abigail Hempy
Yan Fima
Phillip Hoff
John Adams
Alex Melin
Bradley Strandberg
Michael Tormoen
Philip Mastley
Chris Heen
Austin Iverson
Nathan Krumholz
Daniel Schulman
Brandon Henry

Frame and Suspension
Nick Davis
Cory Dyck
Nick Thalken
Timothy Stenlund
Brandon Johnson
James Jagodinski

Executive
Joe Dillon
Stephen Gassert
James Goodsell

Ergonomics and Controls
Justine Chu
James Meier

Business
Gabe Yackly
Nathan Tigges
Thomas Young
Mark Murphy
Jaymin Lee
Diana Sorenson
Carl Thon
David Schlosser